ABSTRACT Sign language recognition aims to recognize meaningful movements of hand gestures and is a significant solution in intelligent communication between the deaf community and hearing societies. However, until now, the current dynamic sign language recognition methods still have some drawbacks with difficulties of recognizing complex hand gestures, low recognition accuracy for most dynamic sign language recognition, and potential problems in larger video sequence data training. In order to solve these issues, this paper presents a multimodal dynamic sign language recognition method based on a deep 3-dimensional residual ConvNet and bi-directional LSTM networks, which is named as BLSTM-3D residual network (B3D ResNet). This method consists of three main parts. First, the hand object is localized in the video frames in order to reduce the time and space complexity of network calculation. Then, the B3D ResNet automatically extracts the spatiotemporal features from the video sequences and establishes an intermediate score corresponding to each action in the video sequence after feature analysis. Finally, by classifying the video sequences, the dynamic sign language is accurately identified. The experiment is conducted on test datasets, including DEVISIGN_D dataset and SLR_Dataset. The results show that the proposed method can obtain state-of-the-art recognition accuracy (89.8% on the DEVISIGN_D dataset and 86.9% on SLR_Dataset). In addition, the B3D ResNet can effectively recognize complex hand gestures through larger video sequence data, and obtain high recognition accuracy for 500 vocabularies from Chinese hand sign language.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sign language [1] recognition is an effective technology in the communication between deaf communities and hearing societies, and it tends to be a wildly discussed topic with the increasing development of the research on interaction between human and machines. In recent years, automatic sign language recognition system creates a new way of human-computer-interaction by transferring sign gestures into text/speech, and this technology can be implemented by computer-aid technology, like deep learning. Nowadays, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhanyu Ma. there are already many successful applications in this area, such assign language translation, sign language tutor, and special education [2] - [4] . These can help the deaf people have a fluent communication with the others. In the other hand, sign language is constructed by a series of action, which involves quick motions with similar characteristics. Hence the static sign language recognition is hard to deal with the complexity and large variations of vocabulary set in hand actions. Besides, it may even make a misunderstanding of some significant variations from signers. Therefore, the research on dynamic sign language recognition is a more efficient method to solve the related problems. Vision-based dynamic gesture recognition technology has the characteristics of flexibility, scalability and low cost, which is currently popular in the research of gesture interaction technology. However, dynamic sign language recognition also has challenges in dealing with the complexity of the sign activities of finger motion from the large scale body background. Another difficulty is that extracting the most discriminating features from images or videos. Besides, how to choose an appropriate classifier is also a critical factor for producing accurate recognition results.
In order to help the deaf-mute have a normal communication in daily life, an increasing number of researchers are devoted into improving the issues described above and many achievements have been received on dynamic sign language recognition already. There are several approaches to solve the problem in the dynamic sign language recognition, which can be mainly categorized into two types: one is the method based on hand shapes and motion trajectory of hand gestures, and the other is the method based on video sequence of each sign language.
In the traditional dynamic sign language recognition, the features of hand shapes and motion trajectory are utilized mostly to recognize hand gestures. But these features cannot fulfill the requirements of the practical dynamic sign language recognition systems completely, because of the aforementioned challenging factors. With the rapid development of the deep learning theory [5] , data-driven methods [6] have demonstrated amazing performances in object detection [7] and gesture recognition [8] . Different from the method based on hand shapes and motion trajectory of hand gestures, sign language recognition based on video sequences could fully utilize the temporal information which plays a key role in the gesture recognition process. Hands have the relative small size compared with the whole scene, so the effective spatial features of gestures may be overwhelmed in backgrounds. Therefore, learning spatiotemporal feature simultaneously will be more informative for dynamic sign language recognition.
Comparing with the two methods introduced above, the method based on video sequence for dynamic sign language recognition is prior for its performance and practicability. According to that, this paper will present a new modified method, BLSTM-3D Residual Network (B3D ResNet), to instead of the original method based on video sequence, which can get an optimal result inspired by [9] and [10] . The new model B3D ResNet for dynamic sign language recognition is proposed to extract spatiotemporal features and analyze feature sequence of each hand gestures. At the beginning, the B3D ResNet model is used to perform object location using a deep learning method, i.e. Faster R-CNN, to detect hand and segment the hand position from the background. Then, theB3D ResNet model is used to extract the features of the inputted video sequence and analyze the feature sequence. Through classifying the inputted video sequence, the hand gestures could be identified, and the dynamic sign language recognition could be effectively achieved.
In summary, the major contributions of this paper are: a) A new end-to-end trainable neural network B3D
ResNet is proposed for dynamic sign language recognition, which is capable of solving the complex hand gesture classification task with lower error rates and distinguishing the tiny difference between similar sign gesture from different signers by fine-tuning the B3D ResNet model. b) Compared with the current methods, the proposed B3D
ResNet is capable of training on larger dataset, which consist of 500 daily vocabularies rather than simple number and alphabet dataset. c) With a preprocessing network, our method could achieve an excellent performance in classifying dynamic hand gestures, which is verified in the experiment. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Firstly, Section II will show the related work. Next Section III will show the method overview. Then the detailed framework and experiment results will be discussed in Section IV and Section V respectively. Finally, there is a conclusion in Section VI to summarize the entire research.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, the related work of dynamic sign language recognition will be reviewed from two aspects: method based on hand shapes and motion trajectory and method based on video sequence.
A. METHOD BASED ON HAND SHAPES AND MOTION TRAJECTORY
Dynamic sign language recognition method based on analyzing the features of hand shapes and motion trajectory with each hand gesture is a normal solution to the problems of dynamic sign language recognition. Primarily, work by some researchers is only based on analyzing the features of hand shapes. Kim et al. [11] explored the problem of fingerspelling recognition by deep neural network based on hand shape features. Literature [12] and [13] also focused on the sign language finger-spelling recognition. As for the method based on hand shapes, it could reflect the meaning of relatively simple hand gestures, like 31 alphabets and numbers, but this method was still restricted with the complex motion gestures for its limited consideration of the hand shape without the coherent hand motion. On the other hand, work by some researchers was only based on analyzing the motion trajectory of each hand gesture. Mohandes et al. [14] recognized hand gestures only based on hand motion trajectory with long short-term memory. With the help of sensor technology, such as leap motion controller [15] , digital gloves data, surface electromyography accelerometer and gyroscope, [16] - [20] classified the hand gestures using the motion trajectory information obtained by sensors. However, these approaches are limited to some specific hand gestures, such as wave hand and gesticulate. Therefore, some works ware based on analyzing both the features of hand VOLUME 7, 2019 shapes and motion trajectory of each hand gesture. Many related researches ware accomplished successfully, for example, Kumar et al. [21] proposed a multimodal framework for isolated sign language recognition based on Kinect [22] sensor devices between single hand and double hand signs with a track model. Wang et al. [23] used a Sparse Observation description to indentify sign language based on hand postures and motions with RGB-D data. However, such sensor-based systems had the pitfalls in convenient practical situation and user comfort. Besides, these approaches would become quite complicated when the recognition object has lots of sign language vocabularies.
The dynamic sign language recognition based on analyzing the hand shapes features and motion trajectory as discussed above has some obvious shortcomings. On one hand, this method is effective for the sign language such as alphabet and numbers, but it is not suitable for the whole sign language vocabularies. On the other hand, this method is generally with the help of sensors. In this way, it may be inconvenient and uncomfortable for users. Besides, by combing hand shapes features and motion trajectory, the dynamic sign language recognition is also hard to obtain satisfying result because of the complex variable motion trajectory affected by interaction of hands and body joints.
B. METHOD BASED ON VIDEO SEQUENCE
More and more researchers have focused on the sign language recognition based on video sequence. For the method of dynamic sign language recognition based on video sequence, sensors are not necessary elements. The dynamic sign language recognition could be achieved by intelligent algorithm with analyzing video sequence features and classifying hand gestures. Cui et al. [24] designed a recurrent convolutional neural network for continuous sign language recognition fully based on video sequence. Huang et al. [25] proposed a framework of Hierarchical Attention Network with Latent Space for the generation of global-local video feature representations. Köpüklü et al. [26] added motion information into static images. But this approach was hard to have universal applicability, because some hand motion information could not be converted into static image. In [27] , it presented a spotting-recognition framework for large-scale continuous gesture recognition. Camgoz et al. [28] used the sequence-tosequence to learn the recognition problems of sign language. Kishore et al. [29] recognized continuous sign language by fuzzy classifying continuous sign language videos with the features combining tracking and shapes. Rao et al. [30] used neural network classifier for selfie continuous sign language recognition. This type of method mainly used deep learning technology to achieve the dynamic sign language recognition, such as the approaches of extracting the discriminative features of hand gestures with Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) in [31] and [32] , the approaches of learning video sequence with Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) in [33] , and the approaches of learning spatiotemporal sequence features combining CNNs and RNNs in [34] and [35] . These approaches performed well in dynamic sign language recognition based on video sequence compared with the method based on hand shapes and motion trajectory. So far, many researchers could be referred to the action recognition model or speech recognition model to recognize the hand gestures with video sequence, but majority ware not specially designed for the model of dynamic sign language recognition. The robustness and reliability ware poor in recognizing complex sign language which contains variable hand shapes and motion trajectory, as shown Fig.1 (a) and (b) . Therefore, the method of complex sign language recognition had difficulty in tackling these complex and changeable information. While simple sign language, such as (c) and (d), only contained single hand shape and motion trajectory. 
III. MATHOD OVERVIEW
Most of the current dynamic sign language recognition methods is based on the short-term spatiotemporal features and cannot recognize similar hand gestures, because the hand gesture is a long-term action. To solve this problem, a progressive approach to dynamic sign language recognition based on video sequence is proposed, whose framework is shown in Fig.2 . This method is divided into three main parts. The first part is the object localization module based on Faster R-CNN, which is used to capture the information of hand position. The video frames are trained by Conv layers for feature extraction. The proposals are proposed by region proposal network. After that, proposals are mapped to the last layer of feature map. Then the fixed size of feature maps are generated by the ROI pooling layer. Through the classifier, the hand position could be detected correctly. With the accurate information of hand position, the hand region could be segmented from the background by coding algorithm. After that, the segmented video frames are inputted into the next part for long-term spatiotemporal features extraction. The second part is the video sequence features extraction module, which performs the task of long-term spatiotemporal features extraction with inputting segmented video frames. In this step, the networks are trained on chunks of full-time video, so the spatial context of the action performed can be preserved favorably. The feature vectors could be obtained by training full-time segmented videos on B3D ResNet model. Each video feature vector will be provided to the third part for analyzing dynamic information of sign language. Eventually, to create a joint representation for these independent streams, the third part is dynamic sign language recognition module, which can analyze long-term temporal dynamics and predict the hand gesture label. Through analyzing each video feature vectors, the frames label could be predicted. Thus, the video sequence label could be predicted. According to the top label prediction scores, this label will be regarded as the label of video sequence and be outputted as the recognition result. Therefore, the dynamic sign language could be recognized effectively.
IV. DYNAMIC SIGN LANGUAGE RECOGNITION WITH B3D RESNET A. OBJECT LOCATION USING FASTER R-CNN
Hand detection is crucial for temporal segmentation and the subsequent recognition module. In order to obtain the accurate information of hand location in the frame images, it's essential to choose excellent object detection algorithm. Compared with SSD [37] , YOLO [38] and other methods [39] - [41] , Faster R-CNN [42] has higher accuracy and stronger robustness for smaller object detection. As shown in Fig.3 , the object detection method of SSD and YOLO mainly consists of two modules, including detection generator and feature extractor. In addition, the object detection process is completed in a neural network. But for smaller targets, there's litter information left after multiple levels of convolution, which makes these models perform poorly in detecting small object targets. In this paper, the hand region is a smaller proportion in the whole video sequence. Therefore, the Faster R-CNN is more appropriate and chosen to detect the hand. The object detection method Faster R-CNN mainly consists of three modules, including proposal generator, feature extractor and box classifier, which are finally unified into a depth network framework. All the calculations are completely run in the GPU, greatly improving the speed.
As shown in the object localization module from Fig. 2 , when the video frames are inputted into the networks, the image features can be extracted by a fully convolutional network separately. These extracted feature maps are concatenated and considered as the final feature representation. Then region proposal network slides a small network over then-by-n convlutional feature map, after that, a small sliding window is chosen as the input of the small network. Consequently, each sliding window is decreased to 256-dimension features contained in two sliding full-connected layers, i.e. a regression layer (reg layer) and a classification layer (cls layer). Each sliding window is predicted as multiple region proposals to find the number of maximum possible proposals for each location (denoted as k). Therefore, 4k outputs encode the coordinates of k boxes in reg layer, and the 2k outputs estimate probability of object for each proposal in cls layer. Generally, k proposals are relative to k reference boxes which are defined as anchors. An anchor is centered as the sliding window and connected with a scale aspect ratio as shown in the Region Proposal Network in Fig.2 . RPN is used to generate high quality regions of interest (ROI). After that, the classification and bounding box regression will be done for each ROI. Finally, the non-maximum suppression is performed independently for each class. After accurate hand position is obtained, the hand can be segmented from background by the coordinate points of accurate hand position in the video frames. and accuracy = TP+TN TP+TN +FP+FN . Hence, using Faster R-CNN to detect hand, the precise information of position could be obtained for the segmentation from background in the frame images.
B. OUR METHOD-B3D RESNET MODEL
In this paper, the B3D ResNet model is proposed to recognize dynamic sign language based on video sequence. In details, this model can accomplish video sequence features extraction and learn long-term spatiotemporal features. For the dynamic sign language recognition, different dynamic sign language gestures generally correspond to different videos with different labels. Therefore the hand gesture could be recognized by classifying the labels. Through extracting spatiotemporal feature of different videos and classifying videos with different characteristics, this model can perfectly realize the various dynamic sign language including complex hand gestures. To improve the recognition accuracy of dynamic sign language, the feature sequences are further analyzed by the bi-directional long short-term memory (Bidirectional-LSTM) [43] , [44] units. After that, the final features are classified by soft-max.
Besides, the dataset of dynamic sign language gestures based on video sequences is too large for the short training network. While the networks with residual connection are easier to optimize, concurrently, it could gain more accurate recognition accuracy when the network structure is deeper. So this structure is specially designed and covered in our B3D ResNet model. The B3D ResNet model is described as follows.
1) ARCHITECTURE OF B3D RESNET MODEL
The B3D ResNet model is proposed to capture the spatiotemporal features information for a video representation and analyze long-term temporal dynamic feature sequences. Fig. 4 shows the detailed structure of B3D ResNet, which mainly includes 17 convolutional layers, two Bidirectional-LSTM layers, one fully connected layer, and one soft-max layer. After the hand position has been localized in the input frames, the video sequences are transmitted into the B3D ResNet model for obtaining spatiotemporal features of the video sequence. With these processed short-term spatiotemporal features sequences, two Bidirectional-LSTM layers can analyze long-term temporal dynamic feature sequence. Consequently, an intermediate score is obtained corresponding to each action. Finally, the soft-max layer can classify the video sequence label and then recognize dynamic sign language gestures.
In the B3D ResNet for dynamic sign language recognition model, there are eight frames of size 112 × 112, centered on the current frame and used as inputs to the B3D ResNet model via three channels with 3D tensors of L × H × W , where L, H , and W are temporal length, height, and width respectively. Then, 3D convolutions are applied with a kernel size of 7 × 7 × 3 (7 × 7 in the spatial dimension and 3 in the temporal dimension) on each of the three channels separately. The 2×2×1 down-sampling is applied on each of the feature maps in the convolution layer, which leads to the same number of features maps with a reduced spatial resolution. The next convolution layers C2_x are obtained by applying 3D convolution with a kernel size of 3 × 3 × 3 on each of three channels. The shortcut connections are inserted to the networks which could be turned into counterpart residual version. The identity shortcuts can be directly used when the input and output are with the same dimensions. When the shortcuts go across feature maps of two sizes, they are performed with a stride of 2. The next layers C3_x, C4_x and C5_x have the same application. All of these layers are obtained by applying 3D convolution with a kernel size of 3 × 3 × 3 on each of the three channels. The 2 × 2 × 2 down-sampling on each feature maps, which leads to the same number of feature maps with a reduced spatial resolution. After that, inserting shortcut connections between every two layers turns the network into its counterpart residual version with a stride of 2. Next the multiple layers of convolution and downsampling, the eight input frames have been converted into a 1024D feature vector capturing the motion information in the input frames. Therefore, the B3D ResNet is provided with full-length video (arranged as a temporal sequence of 16-frame chunks), and the feature vectors are then fed into an LSTM network running in two directions. Each directional LSTM's hidden states layer, the fully connected layer and the soft-max layer are combined to obtain an intermediate score corresponding to each action. Finally, the scores for the two LSTMs are averaged to get action-specific scores.
2) SPATIOTEMPORAL FEATURE EXTRACTION OFB3D RESNET MODEL
The first step of the B3D ResNet model is extracting the features of input video sequence. As for image recognition problems, it is effective when utilizing the 3D convolution [45] , [46] for capturing spatial and temporal dimension from videos. By the construction of 3D convolution, the feature maps in the convolution layer are connected to multiple contiguous frames in the previous layer, and then motion information is captured. The design principle of 3D CNNs is carried out with the 3D convolution kernel which can extract one type of features from the frame cube. At each feature map of any single layer, the value at position (a, b, c) is given by (1) .
where tanh(·) is the hyperbolic tangent function, and the index t and the value x are connection parameters of the current feature maps, H , W and D are the height, width and temporal dimension the 3D kernel, and z is the bias for the feature map. However, deeper 3D CNNs are more effective and can be expected to facilitate progress in computer vision for videos [47] . In addition, adding residual connection [48] to 3D CNNs could simplify the training of deeper networks. Instead of directly learning unreferenced non-linear functions, our method utilizes the additive residual function with reference to the unit inputs, which is realized through a shortcut connection and helps to learn spatiotemporal features. Formally, denoting the desired underlying mapping as h (x), we let the stacked nonlinear layers fit another mapping of f (x) = h (x) − x. The original mapping is recast into (2) .
where x is the value output from the previous layer of the neuron, w is the weight of the neuron; and y is the output value from the activation function within a neuron. This structure in the neural network is shown in Fig. 5 . To develop 2D Residual unit into 3D architectures for encoding spatiotemporal video information, the basic Residual unit is modified following the principle of 3D convolution as introduced above, as shown in Fig. 5 . The 3D convolutions are applied with a kernel size of 3×3×3 (3×3 in the spatial dimension and 3 in the temporal dimension) on each of the three channels separately. For sign language recognition in videos, the B3D ResNet model could automatically extract spatiotemporal features from the input video sequence by applying residual connections to the 3D CNNs. Along with these spatial features, it is desirable to capture the motion information encoded in multiple contiguous frames. Besides, it is easy for the B3D ResNet model to train on larger video sequence data set.
3) LEARN SPATIOTEMPORAL SEQUENCE FEATURE OF B3D RESNET MODEL
With the above steps, the short-term spatiotemporal features for specific length are extracted. As for an entire video including several spatiotemporal features, the long-term spatiotemporal features of the video also need to be obtained. Hence, the B3D ResNet model utilizes Bi-directional LSTM unit, which contains six shared weights w 1 − w 6 and integrates information from the future as well as the past to make a prediction for each chunk in the video sequence, illustrated in Fig.6 . In the Bi-directional LSTM unit, the forward layer and the backward layer are connected to the output layer. Moreover, LSTMs are an important part of deep learning models to analyze long-term temporal dynamics for human gesture recognition [49] - [51] . Conceptually, the memory cell stores the past contexts, the input and output gates allow the cell to store contexts for a long period of time. Meanwhile, the memory in the cell can be cleared by the forget gate. The special design of LSTM allows it to capture long-range dependencies, which often occurs in image-based sequences. Therefore, they are expected to have a prior performance at predicting the temporal boundaries of an action compared to a unidirectional LSTM network. Formally, the following formulas are given, including an input sequence x = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x t }, the cell states c = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c t } and the hidden states h = {h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h t }. The gates i t , f t , o t and c t are the input gate, forget gate,output gate, and memory cell activation vectors respectively. The equations for a Bi-directional LSTM cell are as follows:
where sigmoid σ is a function, and tanh is the hyperbolic tangent function. The forget gate f t decides when information should be cleared from the memory cell c t . The input gate i t decides when new formation should be incorporated into the memory. The tanh layer g t generates a candidate set of values which will be added to the memory cell if the input gate allows it. Referred to (7), based on the output of the forget gate f t , input gate i t and the new candidate values g t , the memory cell c t is updated. In (8), the output gate o t controls the status and memory information of the hidden state. Finally, the hidden state is represented as a product between a function of the memory cell state and the output gate. Therefore, the B3D ResNet model could obtain the full features of the input video. For dynamic sign language recognition, the B3D ResNet model has a strong capability of capturing contextual information within a sequence. Using contextual cues for image-based sequence recognition is more stable and helpful than treating each symbol independently. At the same time, error differentials could be backpropagated to its input. Besides, the B3D ResNet model is able to operate on sequences with arbitrary lengths, traversing from starts to ends.
V. EXPERIMENTS A. DATASETS
In order to demonstrate that the proposed network can effectively recognize dynamic sign language, two testing datasets including DEVISIGN-D dataset [52] and SLR_Dataset are chosen for the contrast test. Fig.7 shows some examples of the two datasets. More details regarding the two datasets are given below.
1) DEVISIGN-D DATASET
DEVISIGN-D is a chinese sign language dataset, which provides the worldwide researchers of sign language recognition community with a large vocabulary Chinese sign language dataset for training and evaluating their algorithms. It composed of 500 daily vocabularies. the data covers 8 different signers. Among them, the vocabularies are recorded twice for 4 signers (2 males and 2 females) and once for the other 4 signers (2 males and 2 females). It totally includes 6000 videos.
2) SIGN LANGUAGE RECOGNITION DATASET (SLR_DATASET)
The SLR_Dataset is collected by Huang et al. [25] and released on their project web page (http://mccipc.ustc.edu.cn/ mediawiki/index.php/SLR_Dataset).A Microsoft Kinect camera is used for recording video, and provides RGB, depth and body joints modalities in all videos. In this paper, only the RGB modality is used. The SLR_Dataset contains 25K labeled video instances, with100+ hours of total video footage by 50 signers and every video instance is annotated by a professional Chinese sign language teacher.
B. NETWORK TRAINING
The B3D ResNet model is implemented based on the deep learning platform Caffe [53] , the GPU is Quadro P4000 with 8 GB of memory. When training the model, the batch size is set to two. The layers have a basic learning rate of 0.1 and a momentum of 0.9. The learning rate policy is the way of step by 10k size, and the decay parameter of 0.00005 is used. In order to exhibit the experimental configurations more clearly, more experimental configurations could be seen in table 2. Our datasets are not very large, so we take the following effective strategies to avoid over-fitting. One well known method is called data augmentation, in which video frames are randomly cropped to 112 × 112. Another strategy is batch normalization [54] , which aims to reduce internal covariate shift and is applied in all convolution layers to dramatically accelerate the training process of deep neural nets. Finally, the learning rate is set to 0.1 and divided by 10 after every 10k of iterations. Training process is well done after 90k iterations. After the experimental parameters are set, the B3D ResNet model is training for the dynamic sign language recognition, which mainly can extract spatiotemporal features from the input videos for analyzing long-term temporal dynamics to predict the hand gesture label. To evaluate the performance of the B3D ResNet model for dynamic sign language recognition, the recognition accuracy is employed as the criterion. Here we compared the proposed method, the B3D ResNet model, with some traditional models for sequence action recognition, such as Res3D [9] , 2D-Resnet [48] , and AleXnet [31] , based on DEVISIGN-D dataset. The comparison of dynamic sign language recognition results are shown in Fig. 8 . When training these models until about 20k iteration, recognition accuracy begins to reach the maximum. The results shows that the accuracy of Res3D, 2D-Resnet and AleXnet are 86.6%, 85%, and 73.8% respectively, while the accuracy of our method is 89.9%, which outperforms the other method by 3.3% at least. Hence, the experiment demonstrates that the B3D ResNet model could effectively achieve the task of dynamic sign language recognition.
C. EVALUATION ONOBJECT LOCALIZATION
Localizing the hand is indispensable, because the hand always occupies only a limited space and leaves a large VOLUME 7, 2019 background area within the image. Therefore, with object localization step, it would reduce the calculated amount of the B3D ResNet model to improve the recognition accuracy. In the object localization module, the Faster R-CNN model is used to detect the object of hand. After that the information of hand position is outputted as a result. Next the hand could be segmented from the background in the input frames with these accurate hand positions. In order to exhibit the object localization module, Fig. 9 shows some examples of the experimental results. In order to verify this approach, the object localization module is evaluated on DEVISIGN-D dataset and SLR_Dataset with two different training strategies:
Strategy 1 with object localization module: At the beginning, the video frames are inputted into the object localization module. After the hand is segmented from the background, the preprocessing video sequences will be trained based on the B3D ResNet model. Strategy 2 without object localization module: The video frames are directly trained based on the B3D ResNet model. As illustrated in Table 3 . The results show that Strategy 1 with object localization module has better recognition accuracy than Strategy 2 without object localization module.
D. EVALUATION ON DEVISIGN-D AND SLR_DATASET
The performances of the B3D ResNet model training on the DEVISIGN-D dataset and SLR_Dataset are shown in Table 4 . It can be seen that our model outperforms the previous published method for dynamic sign language recognition. To be emphasized, all the compared models are trained on the same datasets. As can be seen from the above table data, the SLR_Dataset is very challenging, due to the intricacy of its collection. It is gratifying that our method outperforms these methods by a large margin. Concretely, in the DEVISIGN-D dataset and SLR_Dataset, the results of our method are 89.8% and 86.9% separately, which are separately 29.5% and 30.3% higher than BLSTM-NN [21] , 25.4% and 21.7% higher than HMM-DTC [23] , 19% and 21.1% higher than DNN [11] , and 11.5% and 13.4% higher than C3D [19] . The comparison results show that the proposed method obtains the state-of-the-art recognition accuracy of dynamic sign language on both of the two testing datasets.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new model for the task of dynamic sign language recognition based on 3D Residual ConvNet and Bi-directional LSTM networks. By analyzing the video sequence, the proposed model could effectively recognize different hand gestures with extracting video spatiotemporal features and analyzing features sequence. With our model, it could get a good performance on complex or similar sign language recognition. In the experimental result on DEVISIGN_D dataset and SLR_dataset, different sign language could be accurately and effectively distinguished, even some quite similar pairs of hand gestures. Moreover, the evaluation results demonstrate that analyzing spatiotemporal features in our proposed method is more effective for dynamic sign language recognition. The experimental results demonstrate that our proposed method improves accuracy and overall performance in dynamic sign language recognition.
In future work, the sign sentence recognition for real world video in complex environment will be considered for further research, and the evaluation of experiment should be considered with more characteristics, like robustness, sensitivity and so on. JIAHAO LU received the B.E. degree in civil engineering from the Zhejiang University of Science and Technology, China, in 2017. He is currently pursuing the master's degree in object detection with Nanchang University, China.
